alignment aids for scoring fold lines (match-up the numbers)
valley fold guideline
alignment aid for cutting (not always in pairs)
Glue tab: number indicates order of assembly

Homespun Magixx Papercraft Models and Such

Tools and Materials:
- ruler - scissors - craft knife - awl or other pointed tool for scoring fold lines
- white glue - cutting mat - toothpicks or small paintbrush - tweezers or needle-nose pliers.

CAUTION:
Knives and scissors should only be used with proper adult supervision.
Use glue sparingly and only in a well ventilated area.

Printing Tips:
Print on 67 lb Cover Stock.

Assembly Instructions:
Before cutting, carefully score all fold lines using the ruler and awl or other pointed tool.
Be careful not to cut through the paper.
Use the ruler and craft knife to carefully cut out each piece.
Fold and dry fit each piece before gluing.
Use a toothpick or small paintbrush to apply glue to the glue tabs.
Use tweezers or pliers to clamp the glue tabs until dry.